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DESY 07-061Inaton Deay in SupergravityMotoi Endo1, Fuminobu Takahashi1, and T. T. Yanagida2;31 Deutshes Elektronen Synhrotron DESY,Notkestrasse 85, 22607 Hamburg, Germany2Department of Physis, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan3Researh Center for the Early Universe,University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113-0033, JapanAbstratWe disuss inaton deay in supergravity, taking aount of the gravitational e�ets. It is shownthat, if the inaton has a nonzero vauum expetation value, it generially ouples to any mat-ter �elds that appear in the superpotential at the tree level, and to any gauge setors throughanomalies in the supergravity. Through these proesses, the inaton generially deays into thesupersymmetry breaking setor, produing many gravitinos. The inaton also diretly deays intoa pair of the gravitinos. We derive onstraints on both ination models and supersymmetry break-ing senarios for avoiding overprodution of the gravitinos. Furthermore, the inaton naturallydeays into the visible setor via the top Yukawa oupling and SU(3)C gauge interations.
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I. INTRODUCTIONInation [1℄ provides a simple solution to a number of serious shortomings in the bigbang osmology suh as the horizon and atness problems. Above all, it an aount for theorigin of density utuations neessary to form the rih struture of our universe. In fat,the standard slow-roll ination predits almost sale-invariant power spetrum, whih �tsthe reent osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) data [2℄ quite well.It is now reognized that the universe underwent an inationary epoh at an early stage.During the ination, the universe is dominated by the potential energy of the inaton, andexperienes exponential expansion [1, 3℄. After ination ends, the inaton �eld releasesits energy into a thermal plasma by the deay, and the universe is reheated. Sine all thepartiles inluding photons and baryons in the present universe are ultimately originatedfrom the inaton deay, it is of great importane to reveal how the reheating proeeds.So far however, the reheating proess has not been fully investigated. One often sim-pli�es the whole reheating proesses, and expresses them in terms of a single parameter,the reheating temperature. That is, the inaton is assumed to have some ad ho intera-tions with lighter degrees of freedom, i.e., the standard model (SM) partiles in most ases,while possible produtions of the hidden �elds and/or gravitinos are negleted without def-inite grounds. However, many osmologial phenomena, e.g., baryogenesis, and produtionof dark matter and unwanted relis, ruially depend on the details of the reheating. Al-though the reheating temperature is ertainly an important harateristi parameter, suhsimpli�ation is too rude to truly desribe osmologial senarios.Reently there has been muh progress onerning the deays of salar �elds suh asmoduli [4, 5, 6℄ and inaton [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄ in a framework of the loal supersymmetry(SUSY), i.e., the supergravity (SUGRA). The supersymmetri extension is one of the mostpromising andidates for the theory beyond SM. If SUSY exists at the TeV sale, the inatondynamis is quite likely desribed in SUGRA. In addition, sine the existene of a atdiretion is mediore in SUSY models, one an �nd extremely at potentials appropriatefor the slow-roll ination. Throughout this paper we onsider ination models in SUGRA.We have investigated the reheating of the universe in this framework, and found that thegravitinos are generially produed from the inaton deay in most ination models. Inpartiular, Ref. [7℄ has �rst pointed out that the inaton an diretly deay into a pair of2



the gravitinos. Moreover, inorporating the gravitational e�ets, Refs. [9, 11℄ have shownthat the inaton generially deays into the SUSY breaking setor, whih produes thegravitinos (in)diretly. The gravitino prodution rates due to these proesses depend on theinaton parameters as well as the detailed struture of the SUSY breaking setor. Suhgravitino prodution learly goes beyond the simpli�ation of the reheating that has beenadopted so far, and interestingly enough, it provides severe onstraints on ination modelsas well as the SUSY breaking senarios. These onstraints, together with the future olliderexperiments and observations on CMB, should beome an important guide to understandthe high energy physis and the early universe. The purpose of the present paper is toprovide a global piture of the inaton deay proesses in SUGRA, paying speial attentionto the gravitino prodution. In partiular, we explain whih deay proesses beome mostimportant under whih irumstanes. Not only do we summarize the deay proesses foundso far but we also give omplete results on the spontaneous deay and the anomaly-indueddeay proesses, inluding the higher dimensional terms in the K�ahler potential and theK�ahler and sigma-model anomalies.The organization of the paper is as follows. In Se. II we review the gravitino pairprodution at the inaton deay. Then we disuss the spontaneous deay at the tree level inSe. III. In Se. IV we onsider the anomaly-indued deay of the inaton, whih proeeds viathe anomalies in SUGRA. We provide some results on the deay rates, by way of illustration,for the minimal and sequestered K�ahler potentials there. In Se. V, we study osmologialimpliations of the deay proesses explained in the preeding setions, partiularly fousingon the onstraints on the ination models. The last setion is devoted to onlusion.II. DECAY INTO A PAIR OF GRAVITINOSOne the inaton �eld obtains a �nite vauum expetation value (VEV), it neessarilydeays into the gravitinos. In this setion, we briey disuss the prodution of a pair of thegravitinos, and provide the partial deay rate. The proess we onsider is a perturbativedeay, and the gravitinos are produed diretly from the inaton. The gravitino prodution
3



is represented by the following interations in the SUGRA Lagrangian [12℄ a;e�1L = 14�k`mn �Gi�k�i �Gi��k��i� � `��m n�12eG=2 �Gi�i +Gi���i� h m�mn n + � m��mn � ni ; (1)where �mn = 14(�m��n��n��m), and we have hosen the unitary gauge in the Einstein frame.The sum over the indies is understood unless otherwise stated. We have also adopted thePlank unit MP = 1 (MP = 2:4 � 1018GeV) here and in what follows unless it is writtenexpliitly. The 2-spinor,  m (or  3=2), represents the gravitino, while �i olletively denotesan arbitrary salar �eld inluding the inaton �. Then the deay rate of the inaton into apair of the gravitinos, �! 2 3=2, is evaluated as [4℄�(grav) ' jG�j2288� m5�m23=2M2P ; (2)where m3=2 = eG=2 and m� are the masses of the gravitino and the inaton, respetively. Wereadily �nd that the deay amplitude is inversely proportional to m3=2. This is a result of anenhanement (/ m�23=2) due to the longitudinal mode of the gravitino,  m(k) / km=m3=2 �m�=m3=2, whih is partially ompensated by the hirality suppression of the amplitude(/ m3=2).The deay amplitude ruially depends on G�, whih is a derivative of the generalizedK�ahler potential, G = K + ln jW j2, with respet to the inaton �eld �. It is related to anF -term of the inaton supermultiplet through the equation of motion, F i = �eG=2gij�Gj�.In order to evaluate G�, we need to inorporate the SUSY breaking �eld, z, into our analysis.This is beause of the following reason. The deay is treated in the mass-eigenstate basis.In this basis, � generally mixes with z due to the SUGRA e�ets, unless the inaton isproteted by some symmetries whih are preserved at the vauum. We take Gz = O(1) tohave the vanishing osmologial onstant. Then, Gz an ontribute to G� e�etively viamixings between � and z, whih enhanes gravitino prodution rate from inaton deay.That is, the inaton �rst osillates into z(�), whih then deays into a pair of the gravitinos:� *) z(�) ! 2 3=2.a Due to the K�ahler invariane, the generalized K�ahler potential G is more onvenient and transparentthan using the K�ahler potential K and the superpotential W . Sine these two frames are related by theWeyl transformation, any physial amplitudes are equivalent at the tree level.4



The mixing angle depends on the mass spetrum of � and z. The diret pair-gravitinoprodution is e�etive espeially for m� � mz. Suh a large mz is often realized in thedynamial SUSY breaking (DSB) senario [13℄. In this ase, there is a soft mass term,K � jzj4=�2 (� is the dynamial sale), and a salar mass of z an be larger than m�,depending on ination models. Then G� is given by [6℄jG�j2 ' ���p3g�z����2 + �����p3(r�Gz)m3=2m� �����2 ; (3)where we have negleted interferene terms and higher dimensional operators in the K�ahlerpotential. Here gij� = �2K��i���j and riGj = Gij � �kijGk with �ijk = gi`�gj`�k. Note that the�rst term is from the mixing in the kineti terms, while the SUGRA e�ets ontribute tothe seond one. Thus even if there is no diret oupling between the inaton and SUSY-breaking setors in the global SUSY limit, the inaton deays into a pair of the gravitinosfor m� � mz.Sine eah term of (3) is expeted to depend on � linearly, it is onvenient to express themixings as jr�Gzj �  h�i;jg�z�j � ~ h�i: (4)In SUGRA,  is estimated to be O(1) for a generi K�ahler potential by using Gz = O(1),while ~ depends on details of the SUSY breaking setor suh as the VEV hzi, e.g. ~ = hzifor ÆK = j�j2jzj2. Then, if ~ is suppressed as in ase of the minimal K�ahler potential (i.e.g�z� = 0), the gravitino pair prodution rate is�(grav) ' 296�  h�iMP !2 m3�M2P : (5)On the other hand, if the kineti mixing is large, the rate is muh enhaned as�(grav) ' ~296�  h�iMP !2 m5�m23=2M2P : (6)Suh large gravitino prodution rates are osmologially disastrous, whih will be disussedin Se. IV.For high-sale ination models withm� � mz, the pair-gravitino prodution rate dependson the detailed struture of the SUSY breaking models. If the SUSY breaking �eld is5



singlet and elementary above � b , the inaton still diretly deays into a pair of thegravitinos. In this ase the relevant ontribution to G� omes from higher dimensionalterms, K � (�=2)j�j2zz + h:: d. Then the gravitino prodution rate is given by (5) with replaed with � (see Ref. [6, 7℄ for details). On the other hand, if the SUSY breaking �eld isomposed of other �elds and if the dynamial sale � is belowm�, the diret prodution of thegravitinos beomes suppressed. Instead, as disussed in the following setions, gravitationale�ets fore the inaton to deay into the SUSY breaking setor.Finally let us make a omment. In addition to the pair-gravitino prodution, the gravitinomay be singly produed at the deay. This is the ase when the inaton mass omes fromthe soft SUSY breaking terms. Then the rate beomes as large as that given by (6) with~ = O(1). However, if the inaton mass is provided by a SUSY-invariant mass term (as inmost ination models), suh a single-gravitino prodution is negligible.III. SPONTANEOUS DECAYIn this setion we review the spontaneous deay of the inaton, �, at the tree level.If the reheating is indued by the inaton deay through non-renormalizable interations,the reheating temperature an be low enough to satisfy the onstraints from gravitinosprodued by thermal satterings [18, 19℄. Sine the interations are then quite weak, theSUGRA e�ets may play an important role. Indeed, it has been reently pointed out thatthe SUGRA e�ets indue the inaton deay [9℄. The relevant hannels of the inaton deayontains the 2- and 3-body �nal states e.For the matter-fermion prodution, the relevant interations are provided in the Einsteinframe as [12℄e�1L = �igij� ��j������i+14gij�i(Kk���k �Kk�����k)��j����i � igij��ik`(���k)��j����`b Suh a singlet SUSY breaking �eld is neessary for the gauginos to have a sizable mass in the gravity-mediated SUSY breaking senario [14, 15℄. See also Ref. [16℄ for a retro�tted gravity-mediation. In the DSB senarios, the Polonyi problem was one solved sine the z �eld deays muh before BBNdue to a large soft salar mass of z [14, 15℄. However, it has been reently found that the presene of suha �eld still puts a severe bound on the ination sale [17℄.d The ontribution from this operator is suppressed when m� is smaller than mz [6℄.e Although � may deay into 4-salars, it is suppressed by the phase spae and an be negleted.6



�12eK=2(DiDjW )�i�j + h::; (7)where DiDjW = Wij + KijW + KiDjW + KjDiW � KiKjW � �kijDkW with DiW =Wi +KiW . On the other hand, the matter-salar prodution is represented by the kinetiterm and the salar potential;e�1L = �gij����i����j�eK hgij�(DiW )(DjW )� � 3jW j2i : (8)In this paper, we adopt notation that, when the inaton � is expliitly shown in expressions,�i and �i represent only the matter �elds. (We also use Q to denote the matter �elds.) Oth-erwise, as mentioned before, �i olletively denotes an arbitrary �eld inluding the inaton�. First let us onsider deay proesses indued by higher dimensional operators. The rel-evant one arises from suh terms in the K�ahler potential that holomorphially depend onthe matter �elds, Q;Q0, i.e. ÆK � j�j2QQ0 +h:: f. The presene of suh operators stronglydepends on symmetries of the visible/hidden setors. In Eq. (7) the term inluding ��ij inthe fermion mass is given byL = 12eK=2g��ijg���W�� ��i�j + h::; (9)whih indues the inaton deay into the two fermions (� ! ��i ��j). Note here thateK=2g���W�� � m� is the inaton mass.On the other hand, the deay into the two salars (�! �i�j) arises from the kineti termof the matter salars, L = 12g�i�j�(�2�)��i��j + h::: (10)Using the equation of motion, �2� = m2��, one �nds that the deay rates satisfy �(� !�i�j) ' �(�! ��i ��j). The total rate then beomes�(2�body;hol) � �(�! ��i ��j) + �(�! �i�j)' jg��ijj28� m�  1� 4M2Qm2� ! 12 ; (11)f The deay proess from this operator is obtained also in the global SUSY models.7



where MQ is a mass of the �nal state partiles. Here note that i and j are �xed and thesum is not taken over these variables in the last expression.Next let us disuss the ase of ��ij = 0, whih is due to some symmetries imposed onthe i- and j-matter �elds. The 2-body deay then beomes suppressed by the mass of the�nal-state partiles, MQ. From the Lagrangian (7), the e�etive interation is given byL = �12eK=2 �K�Wij +W�ij � 2�k�iWjk� ��i�j + h::; (12)where we have assumed that jD�W j � jW j. Here and in the followings, we assume that thematter �elds are harged under some symmetries for simpliity. Then we an set Ki;Wi � 1for the matter �elds. It should be notied that the seond term in the braket is neessaryto ensure the K�ahler invariane. For instane, if we apply the K�ahler transformation, K !K � hK�i� � hK��i��, the �rst term vanishes and the seond term ompensates it. Thisbeomes lear if we write the interations in terms of G. The e�etive Lagrangian (12) isrepresented as L = �12eG=2(G�ij � 2�k�iGjk)��i�j + h::; (13)whih is obviously invariant under the K�ahler transformation. Note that ��̀i in Eq. (12)is di�erent from ��ij in Eq. (9). The oeÆient, �k�i � K�ik�, an be nonzero easily. Forinstane, ÆK � j�j2jQj2 leads to �Q�Q � h�i, whih is nonzero as long as h�i 6= 0.On the other hand, the 2-salar prodution onsists of the two hannels; � ! �i�j and�! �i��j. The former omes from the salar potential;L = �12eK �K�Wij +W�ij � 2�k�iWjk�� g���W�� ���i��j + h::: (14)We an easily hek that this provides the same deay rate as that of the fermion �nal stateindued by (12), i.e., �(� ! ��i ��j) = �(� ! �i�j). Also the kineti term of the salar�elds gives another deay hannel, �! �i��j. However its amplitude is proportional to thesalar mass squared of the �nal state, noting [�jQj2℄D = �(�2Q�)Q + � � �. Thus the proessbeomes dominant only when the salar �elds has a quite large soft salar mass.To summarize, the total deay rate of the 2-body �nal state from the interations (12)and (14) is �(2�body) � �(�! ��i ��j) + �(�! �i�j)' C(2)ij8� m�  1� 4M2Qm2� ! 12 ; (15)8
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FIG. 1: The deay of the inaton into the three-body �nal states; the deay with the four-pointvertex, and with the fermion and salar exhanges, from left to right.where C(2)ij = eK jK�Wij +W�ij � 2�k�iWjkj2 with �xed i and j (the sum is taken only overk). If the partiles in the �nal state have a SUSY mass, W =MQQQ0, C(2)ij is proportionalto M2Q. If the two partiles in the �nal state are idential to eah other, W = 12MQQQ (e.g.the right-handed neutrino N with a Majorana mass MN ), the deay rate beomes half of(15) g.Next we onsider the deay with 3-body �nal states. The deay proesses through thedimension �ve operators are �! ��i ��j ��k and �! �i�j�k. The former proess is omposedof the three diagrams in Fig. 1. In addition to the spontaneous deay proess pointed outin [9℄ (the left diagram), the higher dimensional terms in the K�ahler potential ontributeto the deay rate (middle and right). Evaluating these diagrams, we obtain the e�etiveinterations as L = �12eK=2 �K�Wijk +W�ijk � 3��̀iWjk`� ��i�j�k + h::: (16)On the other hand, the interations representing the deay into 3 salars, � ! �i�j�k, areobtained by expanding the salar potential asL = �16eK �K�Wijk +W�ijk � 3��̀iWjk`�� g���W�� ���i��j��k + h::: (17)One an write down these interations in terms of the K�ahler invariant funtion, G, byreplaing K�Wijk +W�ijk ! G�ijk and Wjk` ! Gjk`, respetively. We �nd that the deayg The spontaneous deay into the right-handed (s)neutrinos make the non-thermal leptogenesis senarioquite attrative [20℄. 9



rate into 3 salars is same as that into 1 salar + 2 fermions, i.e., �(�! �i�j�k) ' �(�!��i ��j ��k) + �(� ! ��j ��k ��i) + �(� ! ��k ��i ��j), for �xed i, j and k. Summing these deayrates, the total 3-body deay rate is given by�(3�body) � �(�! 3 salars) + �(�! 1 salar + 2 fermions)' C(3)ijk256�3m3�; (18)where C(3)ijk = eKjK�Wijk +W�ijk � 3��̀iWjk`j2 with �xed i, j and k (sum over `). Here wehave negleted the masses of the �nal-state partiles.Finally we disuss the inaton deay into the gauge bosons and gauginos. At the treelevel, it is e�etive only when the gauge kineti funtion depends on the inaton �eld h.Atually, we obtain the total rate of the deay into the gauge setor as [4℄�(gauge tree) ' Ng4� j�j2m3�; (19)from L = � R d2� �W �W�, where W� is a �eld strength of the gauge supermultiplet, Ngis a number of the generators of the gauge symmetry, and we have assumed the anonialnormalization for the inaton and gauge multiplet. In (19), half of the deay rate omesfrom the gauge boson prodution and the other half is from the gaugino prodution.Exept for suh diret ouplings, no sizable interations are found at the tree level be-tween the inaton and the gauge �elds in the SUGRA Lagrangian [12℄. The feature an beunderstood by using the gravity supermultiplet. The multiplet is minimally omposed ofthe followings; hmn;  �m; bm; M; (20)whih represent the graviton, the gravitino, and the vetor and salar auxiliary �elds thatorrespond to the U(1)R and onformal symmetries of the superonformal transformation,respetively. Even in the absene of the diret ouplings, the gravity multiplet an onnetthe inaton �eld to the visible/hidden setors. Atually, the auxiliary �elds, bm and M ,depend on the inaton �eld as well as the visible/hidden �elds due to the equation of motion,and the longitudinal omponent of the graviton, h, is related to the inaton through theLagrangian term, L = �12e�K=3R, in the onformal frame i.h The oupling may be indued by the mixing of the inaton with other �elds suh as the SUSY breaking�eld [6℄.i Even in the non-SUSY models, the latter ontribution an arise [21℄.10



The relevant terms involving bm in the SUGRA Lagrangian [12℄ are given byLaux = 13bmbm � 13 i(Ki�m�i �Ki��m��i)bm + 16gij� ��j��m�ibm � 12����m�bm: (21)Solving the equation of motion for bm, one an see that bm depends linearly on � with aoeÆient K�, and that it also inludes the gaugino urrent, ����m�. The deay into a pair ofthe gauginos is thus suppressed by the gaugino mass beause the proesses requires a hiralityip. In other words, noting that the inaton ontributes to the longitudinal omponent ofbm, the U(1)R harges of the �nal state should be nonzero for the deay to proeed due tothe U(1)R urrent onservation. Thus the gaugino mass appears in the amplitude.Next we fous on h and M . The superonformal alulus formulation of SUGRA [22℄ isonvenient to understand the deays mediated by these �elds. In fat, their ontributionsan be taken into aount by inorporating the hiral ompensator �eld into the Lagrangian.The F-term of the ompensator orresponds to M by using the equation of motion, and Minludes a linear term with respet to �, whose oeÆient is proportional to K�. Further,sine the ompensator has a Weyl harge, its salar omponent depends on K after theWeyl transformation to anonialize the gravity setor, i.e. from the onformal frame intothe Einstein one. Then � arises linearly in the salar omponent when K� is non-zero. Thusthe operators indued by h and M are represented by multiplying the ompensator �eld.It is, however, known that the ompensator does not physially ouple to the gauge setorbeause it is onformal. Consequently, the deays into the gauge setor are suppressed atthe tree level.Before losing, it is interesting to note that these features are broken at the quantumlevel. That is, the inaton an deay into the gauge setor via anomalies. We will disussthis mehanism in the next setion.IV. ANOMALY-INDUCED DECAYAt the lassial level, the spontaneous deay of the inaton into the gauge setor issuppressed, sine the gauge setor is onformal as disussed in the previous setion. Thequantum orretions, however, violate the onformal invariane, and so, the inaton deayinto the gauge setor may arise at the quantum level. Taking aount of the SUGRAe�ets, the super-Weyl-K�ahler (SW-K�ahler) symmetry and the sigma-model isometry are11



anomalous at the quantum level. Not only do these anomalies mediate the SUSY-breakinge�ets to the visible setor [23℄, but they also enable the inaton �eld to ouple to the gaugesupermultiplets [11℄.In the super�eld desription, the 1PI e�etive ation inludes the non-loal terms orre-sponding to the anomalies [24, 25℄;�L = � g2(16�)2 Z d2�W �W� �D2�2 �4(TR � 3TG)Ry� TR3 D2K + TRdRD2 log detKj00R�+ h:: (22)at the leading order of 1=MP in the onformal frame. Here D is a ovariant derivative ofthe supersymmetry, and g is a gauge oupling onstant. The oeÆients, TG and TR, arethe Dynkin index of the adjoint representation and matter �elds in the representation R ofdimension dR, whih are normalized to N for SU(N) and 1=2 for its fundamentals. A sumover the matter �elds is understood. Also Kj00R denotes the K�ahler metri restrited to therepresentation R. The �rst term in the braket of Eq. (22) orresponds to the SW anomaly,and it is not invariant under the SW transformation. In fat, the superspae urvature Rhanges under the SW transformation as [12℄;ÆR = �2(2�� ��)R� 14 �D2 ��; (23)where a hiral super�eld � is de�ned so as to resale the vielbein, ÆEaM = (� + ��)EaM , andthe last term indues a shift of R. On the other hand, the seond and third terms in Eq. (22)arise from the K�ahler and sigma-model anomalies, respetively.In the onformal frame, Ry is expanded as Ry = �16 [M� + �2(�R=2 + i�mbm)℄ + � � � [12℄,where � � � is irrelevant for the deay. In addition to the auxiliary �elds, the Rii salar,R depends on the inaton �eld through the kineti term, L = �12e�K=3R, whih induesthe mixing of the inaton with the longitudinal mode of the graviton. To simplify thealulation, let us go to the Einstein frame where the gravity is anonially normalized. Tothis end, we perform the SW transformation with �E = �E +p2��E + �2FE de�ned by [26℄�E = 112K; �E = 16Ki�i; FE = 16KiF i � 112Kij�i�j: (24)Then the anomaly-indued term beomes [26℄�LE = �L+ g216�2 (TR � 3TG) Z d2��EW �W� + h::; (25)12



where the �elds in �L are simply replaed by those de�ned in the Einstein frame j.Expanding the super�elds in terms of the omponents, one obtains interation terms ofthe inaton �eld to the gauge bosons/gauginos k;L = g264�2XG �(FmnFmn � iFmn ~Fmn)� g232�2XGm�����+ h::;XG = (TG � TR)K� + 2TRdR (log detKj00R);�; (26)where Fmn is a �eld strength of the gauge �eld and ~Fmn = �mnklFkl=2. Here we have alsoused the equations of motion for the auxiliary �elds in the Einstein frame;bm = 12 i(Ki�m�i �Ki��m��i) + � � � ; F i = �eK=2gij�(Wj +KjW )�: (27)It is notied that M� = �3eK=2W � does not indue the deay beause of jW�j � m3=2 h�ifor the inaton, �. The total deay rate from (26) beomes�(anomaly) ' Ng�2256�3 jXGj2m3�; (28)where � is a �ne struture onstant of the gauge group. Note that half of the deay rateomes from the deay into the two gauge bosons, while the other half from that into thegaugino pair.Let us ompare the rate of the anomaly-indued deay (28) with that of the spontaneousdeay at the tree level (15) and (18). We �nd that all these rates are proportional to jK�j2.It means that, if the K�ahler potential of the inaton is anonial, the VEV of the inaton�eld is neessary for the deay to proeed by the SUGRA e�ets. In ontrast, the phasespae and oupling onstants depends on eah proess. The deay rate into the 2-body �nalstate (15) is suppressed by the mass squared, M2Q=M2P � 1. While the rate of the 3-body�nal state (18) is suppressed by the phase spae ompared to (15). Instead, the ouplingonstant is given by the Yukawa oupling, Wijk. Compared to these tree-level proesses, theanomaly-indued deay takes plae at the one-loop level. However, sine the �nal state is 2body, i.e. a pair of gauge bosons and gauginos, its rate is not negligible ompared to thoseof the spontaneous deays at the tree level.j A fator in front of TR is di�erent from the result in [26℄ beause here K in �L is not shifted.k This result is also obtained at the omponent level by the Weyl resaling, eam ! e�2�eam, from theonformal frame to the Einstein frame. Then the R and M shift as ÆR = 12 �2 � and ÆM = �KiF i with� = K=12, while bm remains unhanged. 13



Let us omment on a mass spetrum of the matters in the visible/hidden setors. Inthis setion, we have disussed anomalies that onnets the inaton with the gauge setor.In order for the proess to our, masses of the matters whih ontribute to the anomalydiagrams must be smaller than the inaton mass. Otherwise the matters deouple fromthe anomalies. For instane, when we onsider the anomaly-indued deay into the SUSYbreaking setor, sine masses in the hidden quarks are expeted to be of O(�), the deaytakes plae only for m� > �.So far, we have onsidered the anomalies of the SW-K�ahler symmetry and sigma-modelisometry. Sine the proess is an one-loop e�et, there may be possible ontributions fromthe ounter term, depending on the underlying physis. Although we have assumed theonformal frame without the ounter term at the uto� sale in the above analyses, itan a�et the deay rate, whih is analogous to the anomaly-mediated SUSY breakingsenario [25℄.Finally, let us omment on the inaton deay into the SUSY breaking setor whihinvolves the onformal dynamis. If the inaton mass is above the sale of the violationof the onformal dynamis l, its deay into the SUSY breaking setor is expeted to besuppressed. Atually, sine the beta funtion vanishes above the sale, the deay induedby the SW anomaly is forbidden. At the same time, the ontributions from the K�ahlerand sigma-model anomalies are implied to be suppressed m, one we notie that the SUSYbreaking setor is sequestered from the other setors by the onformal dynamis [28℄. Thenthe inaton �eld may not deay into the onformal SUSY breaking setor, and so, the modelswill be free from the gravitino prodution.A. Minimal K�ahler PotentialLet us expliitly show several examples of the spontaneous and anomaly-indued deays.The former deay depends on the K�ahler potential of the inaton and visible/hidden setors.Let us �rst disuss the ase of the minimal K�ahler potential. We take the K�ahler potentiall See [27℄ for a onformal theory of the SUSY breaking.m M.E. thanks K.-I. Izawa for disussions.
14



and the superpotential as K = ��� +QQ�; (29)W = W (�) + 12MQQ + 16YijkQiQjQk; (30)where Q denotes the visible/hidden matters n. Then the total deay rate is the sum of thespontaneous and anomaly-indued deays, � = �(tree) + �(anomaly). The former is given by�(tree) ' N (2)16� h�i2M2P M2M2Pm�  1� 4M2m2� ! 12 + N (3)256�3 h�i2M2P jYijkj2m3�M2P (31)for �xed i, j and k with i 6= j 6= k. Here N (2) and N (3) denote a number of the �nal states.On the other hand, the anomaly-indued deay depends on the gauge struture. The deayrate is �(anomaly) ' Ng�2256�3 (TG � TR)2 h�i2M2P m3�M2P : (32)In the above results, we have assumed that the inaton mass is dominated by the SUSY-invariant mass term in the superpotential, and we have negleted the masses of the �nalstates for the 3-body deay and the anomaly-indued deay.B. Sequestered K�ahler PotentialThe next example is the K�ahler potential with a sequestering form;K = �3 log �1� 13(��� +QQ�)� ; (33)with the superpotential (30). Noting h�k�ii = (h�i=3)Æki , the rates of the spontaneous andanomaly-indued deays are�(tree) ' N (2)144� h�i2M2P M2M2Pm�  1� 4M2m2� !12�(anomaly) ' Ng�2b202304�3 h�i2M2P m3�M2P : (34)where b0 is the beta funtion of the gauge symmetry, b0 = 3TG � TR. The tree-level deayarises via the mass term of Q, and the anomaly-indued deay is due to the SW anomaly,n In addition, there may be a soft salar mass in the K�ahler potential. However it is irrelevant for thespontaneous and anomaly-indued deay proesses.15



while the spontaneous deay via the Yukawa oupling vanishes. We also �nd that theradiative e�ets assoiated to the K�ahler and sigma-model anomalies anel with eah other,whih is analogous to the anellation of the AMSB e�ets to the gaugino mass [23℄ .The anellation of the 3-body deay an be understood in the onformal frame. Aswas explained above, a part of the spontaneous deay is mediated by bm and the others arerepresented in terms of the hiral ompensator �eld, �. The auxiliary �eld bm behaves asthe gauge �eld of U(1)R of the superonformal symmetry. At the tree-level, this symmetryis preserved by assigning an U(1)R harge 2=3 for the hiral ompensator. Then after a �eldrede�nition, �Q! Q, U(1)R harge vanishes for the operators whih represent the 3-body�nal state of the deay, that is, �i�j�k and W���i��j��k. Consequently, the deay mediatedby bm annot proeed via the Yukawa interation. The other tree-level proesses induedby the gravitational e�ets are also suppressed for the 3-body deay. They are obtainedby multiplying �. Remembering that the anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking ontributionsto the soft trilinear ouplings are absent at the tree level, � does not ontribute to theYukawa interations physially. Atually, � beomes absent in the Yukawa interation bythe rede�nition of the matte �eld, �Q! Q.In addition to the gravitational e�ets disussed above, the inaton deay may be induedby higher dimensional operators in the K�ahler funtion, 
, whih is de�ned as 
 = �3e�K=3.In fat, in ontrast to the sequestered K�ahler potential, there exist the higher dimensionalterms in 
 for the minimal K�ahler potential. Thus the 3-body deays are allowed for theminimal ase (see (31)), while they are absent in the sequestered one (see (34)) o.V. COSMOLOGYWe now onsider osmologial impliations of the inaton deay proesses disussed inthe preeding setions. One immediate onsequene is that the reheating temperature TR isbounded below; TR annot be arbitrarily low, sine the inaton deays into the visible setorthrough the top Yukawa oupling (See Eq. (18)). The other is the gravitino produtionfrom inaton deay, whih an our through three di�erent proesses: (i) gravitino pairo In the Einstein frame, the anellation an be seen expliitly by the �eld rede�nition, eK̂=6Q! Q, withK̂ = K � hKi. This resaling substantially orresponds to the transformation from the Einstein frame tothe onformal one with respet to the interation terms of the matters.16



prodution; (ii) spontaneous deay at the tree level; (iii) anomaly-indued deay at theone-loop level. We will show how severely the gravitino prodution onstrains the inationmodels and SUSY breaking senarios.A. Lower bound on the reheating temperatureLet us begin with a relatively simple exerise. The supersymmetri SM setor ontainsthe top Yukawa oupling in the superpotential asW = Yt TQHu; (35)where Yt is the top Yukawa oupling, and T , Q, and Hu are the hiral supermultiplets of theright-handed top quark and left-handed quark doublet of the third generation, and up-typeHiggs, respetively. In this setion, we assume that the inaton has the minimal K�ahlerpotential for simpliity. The partial deay rate of the inaton through the top Yukawaoupling is then �T ' 3128�3 jYtj2 h�i2m3�; (36)where h�i and m� are VEV and the mass of the inaton, respetively. The partial deayrate (36) is derived from Eq. (18) by noting C(3) ' Y 2t j h�i j2 and additional numerial fator6 oming from SU(3) � SU(2). The presene of the deay through the top Yukawa ouplingsets a lower bound on the reheating temperature, TR. We de�ne the reheating temperatureas TR �  �2g�10 !� 14 q��; (37)where g� ounts the relativisti degrees of freedom, and �� denotes the total deay rate ofthe inaton. Using Eqs. (36) and (37), we obtain the lower bound on TR,TR >� 1:9� 103GeV jYtj� g�200�� 14  h�i1015GeV!� m�1012GeV� 32 : (38)Similarly the inaton deays into the gluons and gluinos via the anomalies of SUGRA.One an estimate the deay rate from Eq. (28) as�SU(3) ' 932�3�2s h�i2m3�; (39)where �s = g2s=4� denotes the SU(3)C gauge oupling onstant. Substituting �s ' 0:05, wean see �SU(3) is one order of magnitude smaller than �T . Therefore the spontaneous deay17



into the visible setor is dominated by that through the top Yukawa oupling, unless theK�ahler potential takes a spei� form, i.e. the sequestered type (see Se. IVB).We show the ontours of the lower limit on TR given by Eq. (38) in Fig. 2, together withtypial values of h�i and m� for the single-�eld new [29℄, multi-�eld new [30℄, hybrid [31℄ andsmooth hybrid [32℄, and haoti [33℄ ination models. We will disuss eah ination modellater in this setion. If the inaton mass m� and the VEV h�i are too large, the reheatingtemperature may exeed the upper bound from the gravitinos produed by partile satteringin the thermal plasma. The osmologial onstraints on the gravitino are summarized inSe. VC. For more details, the reader should refer to Refs. [34, 35, 36℄ for the unstablegravitino, and Refs. [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42℄ for the stable one. For instane, the reheatingtemperature is neessarily higher than 106GeV for the smooth hybrid ination model, whihis diÆult to be reoniled with the gravitino of m3=2 = O(0:1� 1)TeV [34℄ and 10 eV <�m3=2 <� 10MeV [37℄.It is remarkable that the inaton deays into the visible setor one it aquires a �niteVEV; we do not need to introdue any interations between the inaton and the SM setorby hand in the Einstein frame p in order to indue the reheating. On the other hand, itmay pose a osmologial problem at the same time. If the hidden setor also has a Yukawaoupling or inludes the SW-K�ahler/sigma-model anomalies, unwanted relis suh as thegravitino may be diretly produed by the inaton. We will fous on the issue in the rest ofthis setion.B. Gravitino ProdutionWe onsider the gravitino prodution from the inaton deay. To make our analysissimple and onservative, we assume that the inaton has the minimal K�ahler potential anddoes not have any diret ouplings with the SUSY breaking setor in the superpotential.If we introdue possible ouplings between the inaton and the SUSY breaking �eld, thegravitino overprodution problem generially beomes severer. We also assume the DSBsenario with the dynamial sale �. Then the SUSY breaking �eld z usually has a salarmass mz that is muh larger than the gravitino mass. Although the preise value of mz isp Note that the interpretation of higher dimensional operators depends on a hoie of the frame of SUGRA.18



FIG. 2: Contours of the lower bound on TR in units of GeV. We set g� = 228:75 and Yt = 0:6.For details of the models, see Se. VE.model-dependent, it is expeted to be of the order of �. Hereafter we simply assume qmz ' � ' pm3=2: (40)We disuss the ases of m� > � and m� < � separately.1. The ase of m� < �As we have seen in Se. II, the inaton deays into a pair of the gravitinos. The gravitinopair prodution is e�etive espeially for a low-sale ination model with m� < mz. Thegravitino prodution rate is given by�(pair)3=2 ' 132� h�i2m3� (41)for m� < mz ' �. Here we have assumed the minimal K�ahler potential with a soft salarmass of z and hzi � 1. The gravitino abundane is thenY3=2 = 2�(pair)3=2�� 3TR4m� ;q The salar mass mz an be smaller than �. If this is the ase, the pair-gravitino prodution will bea�eted. 19



' 7� 10�11 � g�200�� 12 � TR106GeV��1  h�i1015GeV!2 � m�1012GeV�2 : (42)It should be noted that the gravitino abundane is inversely proportional to TR. This featureis to be ontrasted to the thermally produed gravitinos, whose abundane is proportionalto TR.2. The ase of m� > �When the inaton mass m� is larger than �, the gravitational e�ets disussed in Se. IIIand IV are important. If the SUSY breaking setor has Yukawa interations, the inatondeays into the setor via the operators. Besides, the anomalies of SUGRA indue theinaton deay into the gauge boson and gauginos of the hidden gauge symmetries. Thus thehidden quarks and gauge bosons/gauginos are generally produed at the deay for m� > �.The hidden partiles are energeti at the moment when they are produed. Sine thereheating temperature TR is bounded as TR < � for almost entire region of the gravitinomass due to the thermal-gravitino prodution, the produed hidden partiles do not reahthermal equilibrium. They instead form jets and hadronize by the strong gauge interations,followed by asade deays of the heavy hidden hadrons into lighter ones. The number of thehidden hadrons produed from eah jet, whih we all here as the multipliity NH , dependson the detailed struture of the hidden setor suh as the gauge groups, the number of thematter multiplets, and a mass spetrum of the hidden hadrons. We expet NH to be in therange of O(1� 102).The hidden hadrons should eventually deay and release their energy into the visiblesetor, sine otherwise they will easily overlose the universe. The gravitinos are likely to beprodued in the deays of the hidden hadrons as well as in the asade deay proesses injets. This happens, e.g. through the kineti mixings of the hidden matters, and espeiallyif z is a bound state of the hidden (s)quarks. Note that the goldstino is massless in theglobal SUSY limit and it is in the hidden setor with renormalizable ouplings to otherhidden (s)quark/gauge �elds (and therefore hadrons). Thus, the goldstinos are expeted tobe produed by the hidden hadrons, though the preise prodution rate depends on detailsof the hidden setor. We denote the averaged number of the gravitinos produed per eahjet as N3=2. Here we assume eah hidden hadron produes one gravitino in the end, and use20



the relation N3=2 � NH r.The partial deay rates of the inaton into the SUSY breaking setor are given byEqs. (31) and (32). Although the DSB models do not always possess Yukawa intera-tions [43, 44, 45℄, all the DSB senarios neessarily involve the gauge interations. FromEq. (32), the partial rate of the inaton deay into the SUSY breaking setor is:�DSB = N (h)g �2h256�3 (T (h)G � T (h)R )2 h�i2m3�; (43)where the gauge oupling, the Dynkin indies, and the number of the generators are thoseof the hidden gauge symmetries. Multiplying the number of jets and N3=2, the gravitinoabundane beomesY3=2 = 2N3=2�DSB�� 3TR4m� ;' 9� 10�13� � g�200�� 12 � TR106GeV��1  h�i1015GeV!2 � m�1012GeV�2 ; (44)where we have de�ned � � N3=2N (h)g �2h(TG � TR)2, whih is roughly expeted to be in therange of O(10�2) to O(10).In the following numerial analysis, we take the anomaly-indued deay as a soure ofthe gravitino prodution hannel for m� > �. As one an see from Eqs. (31) and (32), thedeay rate is roughly omparable to that of the spontaneous deay via the Yukawa oupling.Thus if one inludes the tree-level deay into the analysis, the onstraints beome severerslightly, and the results in the followings do not hange essentially.C. Cosmologial Constraints on GravitinosBefore going further, here we briey summarize the osmologial onstraints on the grav-itinos, whih will be used to put onstraints on the ination models later.There are tight onstraints on the gravitino abundane from BBN if the gravitino isunstable [34, 35, 36℄ s, and from the dark matter (DM) abundane for the stable gravitino [37,38, 39, 40, 41, 42℄. The abundane of the gravitinos produed by thermal satterings isr In partiular, if z is an elementary �eld and has a Yukawa oupling, the inaton neessarily produes atleast one goldstino by the deay through the oupling.s For early works, see Refs. [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53℄.21



related to TR as [34, 39℄Y (th)3=2 ' 1:9� 10�12 241 + 0� m2~g33m23=21A35� TR1010 GeV�� �1 + 0:045 ln� TR1010 GeV�� �1� 0:028 ln� TR1010 GeV ;�� ; (45)where we have taken N = 3 for QCD and m~g3 is the gluino running mass evaluated atT = TR. Sine the gravitino abundane Y (th)3=2 is roughly proportional to TR, TR is boundedfrom above.Here we simply quote the bounds on Y3=2 and TR summarized in Ref. [7℄. If the gravitinois light, it is likely the lightest SUSY partile (LSP) and therefore stable with the R-parityonservation. The bounds on Y3=2 (and TR) then ome from the requirement that thegravitino abundane should not exeed the present DM abundane t:m3=2 Y3=2 � �s 
DM <� 4:4� 10�10GeV; (46)where � is the ritial density, and we used 
DMh2 <� 0:12 at 95% C.L. [2℄ in the seondinequality. The upper bound on TR an be obtained by substituting Eq. (46) into Eq. (45)as TR <� 8>><>>: O(100) GeV for m3=2 ' 10�2 � 102 keV8� 107 GeV� m~g3300GeV��2 � m3=21GeV� for m3=2 ' 10�4 � 102 GeV : (47)Note that we have onservatively negleted the ontribution from the deay of the next-to-lightest SUSY partile. In the following analysis, we assume that the gravitino witha mass lighter than 102GeV is the LSP and stable. When the gravitino is as light asm3=2 � O(10) eV [55℄, there are no onstraints on TR, sine the energy density of thegravitino would be too small even if the gravitino is thermalized.On the other hand, if the gravitino is unstable, BBN puts severe onstraints on Y3=2 [34,35℄: Y3=2 <� 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
1� 10�16 � 6� 10�16 for m3=2 ' 0:1� 0:2 TeV4� 10�17 � 6� 10�16 for m3=2 ' 0:2� 2 TeV7� 10�17 � 2� 10�14 for m3=2 ' 2� 10 TeV6� 10�13 � 2� 10�12 for m3=2 ' 10� 30 TeV (Bh ' 1); (48)

t The gravitinos non-thermally produed by the inaton deay an be a dominant omponent of DM, forertain values of the inaton parameters [54℄. 22



Y3=2 <� 8>>>><>>>>: 1� 10�16 � 5� 10�14 for m3=2 ' 0:1� 1 TeV2� 10�14 � 5� 10�14 for m3=2 ' 1� 3 TeV3� 10�14 � 2� 10�13 for m3=2 ' 3� 10 TeV (Bh ' 10�3): (49)The orresponding upper bounds on TR areTR <� 8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
(1� 4)� 106 GeV for m3=2 ' 0:1� 0:2 TeV3� 105 � 4� 106 GeV for m3=2 ' 0:2� 2 TeV5� 105 � 1� 108 GeV for m3=2 ' 2� 10 TeV(3� 10)� 109 GeV for m3=2 ' 10� 30 TeV (Bh ' 1); (50)

TR <� 8>>>><>>>>: 1� 106 � 3� 108 GeV for m3=2 ' 0:1� 1 TeV(1� 3)� 108 GeV for m3=2 ' 1� 3 TeV2� 108 � 1� 109 GeV for m3=2 ' 3� 10 TeV (Bh ' 10�3): (51)For the heavy gravitino of mass >� 30(10) TeV, no stringent onstraints are obtained fromBBN. However, another onstraint omes from the abundane of the LSP produed by thegravitino deay. Sine the gravitino life time is rather long, the produed LSPs will notannihilate with eah other. Thus the upper bounds on Y3=2 and TR readmLSP Y3=2 <� 4:4� 10�10GeV; (52)and TR <� 2:5� 1010 � mLSP100GeV��1GeV; (53)where mLSP denotes the mass of the LSP.As is well-known, all the above onstraints have been usually applied for the gravitinosfrom the thermal prodution. Sine the gravitinos are also non-thermally produed in ina-ton deay, we obtain further onstraints on TR, m3=2, h�i andm� by requiring the abundaneof the non-thermally produed gravitinos (42) and (44) to satisfy (46), (48), (49), or (52). Aswe will see later, these new onstraints drive (some part of) the high-sale ination modelsand the gravity mediation into a orner.D. Constraints on Ination Models and SUSY breakingNow we would like to derive onstraints on the ination and SUSY breaking models, usingthe non-thermal prodution of the gravitinos disussed above together with the thermal23



proess.In Fig. 3, we show the onstraints on the inaton mass and VEV form3=2 = 1GeV; 1TeV;and 100TeV, together with typial values of the ination models. We disuss eah model inthe next subsetion. The region above eah solid line is exluded. We �nd that in the ase ofm3=2 = 1TeV with Bh = 1, all the ination models shown in the �gure are exluded. For thegravitino mass lighter or heavier than the weak sale, the onstraints beome relaxed. Theinaton mass and its VEV depend on the ination models. Generially speaking, for largerm� and h�i, the onstraints beome severer, simply beause more gravitinos are produedby the inaton deay (see (42) and (44)). On the other hand, if the inaton is hargedunder some symmetries, its VEV beomes suppressed or even forbidden espeially whenthe symmetry is exat at the vauum. Then the bounds an be avoided for suh inationmodels. This is the ase of the haoti ination model with a disrete symmetry (note thatthe haoti ination model shown in Fig. 3 is that without suh a symmetry).The solid lines whih denote the onstraint are jaggy at an intermediate value of m�.This is beause the dominant prodution hannels of the gravitinos hanges. In the rightside, the gravitinos are produed by the spontaneous and anomaly-indued deays, whilethe inaton diretly deays into a pair of the gravitinos in the left side. Note that we haveassumed (40) and � = 1 for simpliity.In Fig. 3, we have set TR to be the highest value allowed by the onstraints. As mentionedbefore, the abundane of the non-thermally produed gravitinos is inversely proportional toTR, whih is di�erent from that of the thermally produed one (see (45)). If TR takes asmaller value, the onstraints beomes severer. Thus, the bounds shown in Fig. 3 are themost onservative ones. Note that one may have to introdue ouplings of the inaton withthe SM partiles to realize the highest allowed reheating temperature.Instead, taking TR as a free parameter, we show the onstraints on the m� � TR plane,for m3=2 = 1GeV; 1TeV; and 100TeV with a �xed h�i = 1015GeV in Fig. 4. The reheatingtemperature is bounded from above due to the thermal prodution of the gravitino. It isremarkable that we have lower bounds on TR due to the non-thermal proesses. In the�gure, we inorporated the spontaneous deay via the top Yukawa interation, whih alsoprovides a lower bound on TR (see (38)). One an see that the lower bound on TR beomesseverer for larger m�.In Fig. 5, we show onstraints on them3=2�m� plane for several values of h�i = 1012; 1015;24



FIG. 3: Constraints from the gravitino prodution by the inaton deay, for m3=2 = 1TeVwith Bh = 1 (ase A), m3=2 = 1TeV with Bh = 10�3 (ase B), m3=2 = 100TeV (ase C), andm3=2 = 1GeV (aseD). The region above the solid (gray) line is exluded for eah ase. Form� >� �, we have used the anomaly-indued inaton deay into the hidden gauge/gauginos toestimate the gravitino abundane, while the gravitino pair prodution has been used for m� <� �.Sine TR is set to be the highest allowed value, the onstraints shown in this �gure are the mostonservative ones.and 1018GeV. The dashed (pink) line represents m� = �. For the inaton mass m� abovethe dashed (pink) line, the spontaneous and anomaly-indued deays of the inaton produethe gravitinos, while the pair prodution is dominant below the dashed (pink) line. We haveset TR to be the highest value allowed by the onstraints as we did in Fig. 3. We �nd thatthe inaton mass annot be too large, espeially for m3=2 around the weak sale. It is alsonotied that the onstraint beomes severer as h�i inreases, sine the upper bound on m�is proportional to h�i�1 for �xed m3=2.Finally let us illustrate how muh the problem beomes severer in the ase of the SUSYbreaking models with an elementary singlet z. Suh a �eld is needed to give sizable massesto the gauginos in the simple version of the gravity-mediation [14, 15℄ (see also footnote b).For an inaton with m� < �, the pair gravitino prodution ours as desribed before. Inpartiular, sine z is singlet at the uto� sale, there is a priori no reason to forbid suh25



FIG. 4: Constraints from the gravitino prodution by the inaton deay, for m3=2 = 1GeV (left-upper), m3=2 = 1TeV with Bh = 1 and 10�3 (right-upper), m3=2 = 100TeV (bottom). We haveset h�i = 1015GeV. The region surrounded by the solid line is allowed for eah ase.an interation as ÆK � j�j2(z + z�). Then there generially exists a large kineti mixingwith the inaton, and so, the gravitino prodution rate beomes too large, whih is givenby Eq. (6) with ~ � 1. With suh a large gravitino prodution rate, most of the inationmodels with m� < � are exluded, e.g. unless the inaton VEV vanishes due to some26



FIG. 5: Constraints from the gravitino prodution by the inaton deay, for h�i = 1012; 1015 and1018GeV. The region above the thik solid line is exluded. We also show the onstraint for theunstable gravitino with Bh = 10�3 as the thin (blue) line. For the region above the dashed (pink)line, we adopt (44), while (42) is used for the region below the dashed line. Sine TR is set to bethe highest allowed value, the onstraints shown in this �gure are the most onservative ones.symmetries. Even for m� > �, the pair gravitino prodution ours e�etively. In fat, oneexpets that ÆK � j�j2zz=2 + h:: generally exists. The gravitino pair prodution is thengiven by (5) with  � 1. Thus the gravitino abundane inreases by O(102) ompared to27



that from the spontaneous and anomaly-indued deays with � = 1 for m� > � (see (42) and(44)) u. Besides, suh a z �eld may be displaed away from its potential minimum duringthe ination, foring the osmologial senario to be more problemati (see the footnote ).Thus the SUSY breaking models with the elementary singlet z are strongly disfavored fromthe osmologial points of view.E. Ination ModelsIn this subsetion we give a brief review on the representative ination models plotted inFigs. 2 and 3. For details on the models, the readers should refer to the original literatures.1. Single-�eld ination modelAs a onrete example, here we study the new ination model [29, 56, 57℄. In the newination model, the K�ahler potential and superpotential of the inaton setor are writtenas v K(�; �y) = j�j2 + k4 j�j4;W (�) = v2�� gn+ 1 �n+1: (54)where the observed density utuations are explained for v = 4 � 10�7 (0:1=g)1=2 and k <�0:03 in the ase of n = 4 [57℄. After ination, the inaton � takes the expetation valueh�i ' (v2=g)1=n. In this model the inaton mass is given bym� ' nv2= h�i, and the gravitinomass is related to v as m3=2 ' nv2 h�i =(n + 1), sine the inaton indues the spontaneousbreaking of the R-symmetry.In the ase of n = 4, the inaton parameters are m� ' 4� 109 GeV and h�i ' 3� 1015GeV form3=2 = 1 TeV, whilem� ' 2�1010 GeV and h�i ' 1�1016 GeV form3=2 = 100 TeV.Note that m3=2 � 1TeV annot be realized unless g � 1. From Fig. 3, we an see that thenew ination model is exluded for m3=2 = 1 TeV with Bh = 1, while it is below the boundfor m3=2 = 100 TeV.u The spontaneous deay at the tree level and the anomaly-indued one into the SUSY breaking setor arenot muh a�eted by the presene of suh an elementary singlet z.v The gravitino abundane in the text remains virtually unhanged in the presene of the quarti ouplingin the K�ahler potential. 28



2. Multiple-�eld ination modelNext we onsider an ination model with multiple �elds. Among many multiple-�eldination models proposed so far, there is an important lass of models desribed by thefollowing superpotential: W (�;  ) = �f( ); (55)where f( ) is a funtion of  . The potential minimum in the global SUSY limit is loatedat h�i = 0;h i =  0; (56)where  0 satis�es f( 0) = 0. Note that the true minimum is slightly displaed from (56),one the SUSY breaking �eld is taken into aount [7, 58℄.For instane, the above lass of the models inludes a new ination model [30℄ and ahybrid ination model [31℄, desribed byW (�;  ) = � �2 �  nMn�2! ; (57)where � determines the ination energy sale and M is an e�etive ut-o� sale. In the newination model  plays a role of the inaton, while � is the inaton in the hybrid inationmodel.The inaton �elds � and  have almost the same masses,m� ' m ' ���eG=2r�G ��� ; (58)whih are assumed to be muh larger than the gravitino mass. It should be noted that� and  y (and/or  ) almost maximally mix with eah other to form the mass eigenstatesdue to the almost degenerate masses [7℄. To see this one should note that the di�erenebetween the diagonal omponents of the mass matrix is small: jM2����M2 � j = O(m23=2), whilethe o�-diagonal omponent is relatively large: M2� = O(m3=2m�), resulting in the almostmaximal mixing between � and  y. Similar mixing may our between � and  . Thismixing is e�etive at the inaton deay, sine the Hubble parameter at the deay should besmaller than O(m3=2) to satisfy the bounds from the thermally produed gravitinos. The29



mass eigenstates are obtained after taking aount of the (almost) maximal mixing between� and  ( y): '� ' ��  (y)p2 : (59)The mass-eigenstates have the mass given by (58) and the e�etive VEV h'�i given by 0=p2 unless there is anellation.2-A. New ination modelThe new ination disussed above is also realized for [30℄K = j�j2 + j j2 + k14 j�j4 + k2j�j2j j2 + k34 j j4;W = �(v2 � g  4); (60)in whih the inaton is  , while � stays at the origin during and after ination. If one de�nesk � k2 � 1, the salar potential for the inaton  beomes the same as the single-�eld newination model, although the gravitino mass is not related to the inaton parameters. Afterthe ination ends, the energy of the universe is dominated by the osillation energy of  .Although �0 is suppressed ompared to  0, the e�etive VEV is given by  0=p2, sine �and  y almost maximally mixes with eah other in the vauum. Thus the onstraint on thismodel is omparable to that on the single-�eld new ination. We plot the values of m� andh'�i for g = 10�4 � 1 and k = 10�4 � 10�1:5 with the e-folding number N = 50 in Figs. 2and 3. The (multi-�eld) new ination model is exluded for m3=2 = 1TeV with Bh = 1,while it is allowed for m3=2 = 1GeV and 100TeV.2-B. Hybrid and Smooth hybrid ination modelsThe hybrid ination model ontains two kinds of super�elds: one is � whih plays arole of inaton and the others are waterfall �elds  and ~ [31℄. After ination ends, � aswell as  ( ~ ) osillates around the potential minimum and dominates the universe until thereheating.The superpotential W (�;  ; ~ ) for the inaton setor isW (�;  ; ~ ) = �(�2 � � ~  ); (61)30



where  and ~ are assumed to be harged under U(1) gauge symmetry. Here � is a ouplingonstant and � is the ination energy sale. The potential minimum is loated at h�i = 0and h i = h ~ i = �=p� in the SUSY limit. For a suessful ination, � and � are related as� ' 2� 10�3�1=2 for � >� 10�3, and � ' 2� 10�2�5=6 for � <� 10�3.Due to the D-term potential one linear ombination of  and ~ , given by  (�) � ( �~ )=p2, has a large mass of � g h i (g denotes the gauge oupling), while the other,  (+) �( + ~ )=p2 has a mass equal to that of �: m (+) = m� = p2�h i. It is the latter that(almost) maximally mixes with � to form mass eigenstates. Note that VEV of  (+) is equalto p2h i.For � � 10�1 � 10�5 [59℄ we obtain � � 8 � 10�4 � 1 � 10�6, m� � 1015 � 1010 GeV,and h'�i = �=p� � O(1015)GeV . From Fig. 3, one an see the hybrid ination model isexluded by the gravitino overprodution form3=2 = 1TeV with B3=2 = 1. Form3=2 = 1GeVand 100TeV, the onstraints beome slightly mild, but a ertain fration of the parameterspae is still exluded. The allowed parameter spae orresponds to � <� 10�2. Note thatthe parameter spae allowed by the gravitino prodution leads to almost sale-invariantpower spetrum, whih is disfavored by the WMAP data [2℄. It is possible to make thesalar spetral index ns smaller than 1 by introduing non-renormalizable interations inthe K�ahler potential [59, 60℄.Here we omment on interesting observation onerning the spetral index and the osmistring. In this type of hybrid ination, osmi strings are formed after ination beause  and ~ have U(1) gauge harges. As is well known, the osmi strings ontribute to thedensity utuations. Inluding the e�ets of the osmi string makes the spetral indexns between 0:98 and 1 ompatible with the WMAP data [61, 62℄, if the tension of theosmi string is G� = O(10�7). Aording to Ref. [61℄, this orresponds to the region with� � O(10�3 � 10�2). Interestingly enough, the region is just below the onstraints fromthe gravitino prodution in the ase of m3=2 = 1GeV and 100TeV w. This means that,for that region, the gravitino non-thermally produed by the inaton deay may aountfor the present DM abundane [54℄, if the gravitino is stable. For the unstable gravitinoof a mass m3=2 >� O(10) TeV, Wino-like LSP produed by the gravitino deay may be thew Inluding the soft terms, the inaton dynamis is somewhat modi�ed, and orrespondingly the inatonparameters are slightly hanged, espeially if the gravitino mass is heavy [63℄.31



dominant omponent of DM. Moreover, sine the required tension of the osmi string isrelatively large and is lose to the present observational upper bound, one may be able todisover the osmi string in the future observations. Sine the inaton mass and the VEVare small, it is diÆult to realize the non-thermal leptogenesis via the spontaneous deay(see Eq. (15)). However, one an naturally inorporate the non-thermal leptogenesis intothe hybrid ination model by identifying the U(1) symmetry with a U(1)B�L symmetry [64℄.Next let us onsider a smooth hybrid ination model [32℄, whih predits the salarspetral index as ns ' 0:97, whih is slightly smaller than the simple hybrid ination model.The superpotential of the inaton setor isW (�;  ; ~ ) = � �2 � ( ~  )nM2n�2! : (62)The VEVs of  and ~ are given by h i = D ~ E = (�Mn�1)1=n, and we assume that  = ~ always holds due to the additional D-term potential. Then one of the ombination,  (+) �( + ~ )=p2, almost maximally mixes with � to form the mass eigenstate of a mass m� =p2n�2= h i. For n = 2 we obtain � � 4�10�4�9�10�5, and m� � 1�1014�6�1014 GeV.From Fig. 3, one an see that the smooth hybrid ination model is exluded for a broadrange of m3=2.2-C. Chaoti ination modelA haoti ination [65℄ is realized in SUGRA, based on a Nambu-Goldstone-likeshift symmetry of the inaton hiral multiplet � [33℄. Namely, we assume that the K�ahlerpotential K(�; �y) is invariant under the shift of �,�! �+ i A; (63)where A is a dimensionless real parameter. Thus, the K�ahler potential is a funtion of �+�y;K(�; �y) = K(� + �y) =  (� + �y) + 12(� + �y)2 + � � �, where  is a real onstant and mustbe smaller than O(1) for a suessful ination. As opposed to the other ination models,this model allows a linear term in the K�ahler potential. The oeÆient  orresponds to theinaton VEV in the other models. If there is no other symmetry suh as a Z2 symmetry,there is no reason to expet that  is muh smaller than unity.32



We identify the imaginary part of � with the inaton �eld ' � p2 Im[�℄. Moreover, weintrodue a small breaking term of the shift symmetry in the superpotential in order for theinaton ' to have a potential: W (�;  ) = m� ; (64)where we introdued a new hiral multiplet  , and m ' 2�1013GeV determines the inatonmass.One might suspet that it is only the real omponent of � that an deay into thegravitinos, sine the shift symmetry ditates that the only real omponent (�+ �y) appearsin the K�ahler potential. However, it is not surprising that this is not the ase, sine thedeay amplitude is proportional to powers of the large SUSY mass m that expliitly violatesthe shift symmetry.We plot the haoti ination model with  = 0:1� 1 in Figs. 2 and 3. One an see thatit is exluded for almost entire values of m3=2 (exept for m3=2 <� O(10) eV). Note howeverthat one an avoid the onstraints by assuming an approximate Z2 symmetry to suppress .F. Possible solutions to the gravitino problemHere let us briey mention possible solutions to the gravitino overprodution problem. Asmentioned above, one solution is to postulate a symmetry of the inaton. If the symmetryis unbroken at the vauum (or if the breaking of this symmetry is small), the VEV of theinaton, h�i, is zero (or suppressed). As the gravitino prodution rate is proportional toh�i2, one an avoid the gravitino overprodution for suh ination models. Note howeverthat, if the symmetry is exat, the visible matter �elds as well must be harged underthe same symmetry, sine otherwise the inaton annot deay into the visible setor. Thissolution an be ahieved e.g. in the haoti ination model; one an assign Z2 symmetry onthe inaton [20℄. Also, there are ination models in whih the inaton is identi�ed with theMSSM �elds [66, 67, 68, 69℄ or the right-handed sneutrino [70℄. By similar reasoning, thegravitino overprodution from the inaton deay an be avoided in these models.So far, we have assumed that there is no late-time entropy prodution after the inatondeay. If huge entropy prodution [71, 72℄ ours after the reheating of the inaton, any pre-existing gravitinos are diluted. However, sine it also dilutes the pre-existing baryon number,one may have to generate the baryon asymmetry after the entropy prodution [73, 74, 75, 76℄.33



Note also that the deay proesses disussed in this paper an be applied to any salar �elds,and so, the salar �eld that indues the large entropy may produe the gravitinos again. Onehas to make sure that this does not happen.Another solution is to assume that the gravitino mass is either extremely heavy or ex-tremely light. If the gravitino mass exeeds O(106)GeV, the gravitino may deay beforethe deoupling of the LSP partile. To realize this, however, one has to ontrive a set-upin whih anomaly-mediation is suppressed. If we stik to the gravitino mass smaller than100TeV on the basis of naturalness, the gravitino problem sets severe bounds on the high-sale ination models as seen above. On the other hand, if the gravitino mass is lighterthan O(10) eV, the gravitino is thermalized and its osmologial abundane is negligiblysmall [55℄. So, the gravitino problem is absent for suh a very light gravitino. Note that,in order to ameliorate the gravitino problem instead of solving it ompletely, one does nothave to go to suh extremes. For the gravitino mass moderately lighter or heavier than theweak sale, the gravitino problem is relaxed espeially for the low-sale ination models (seeFig. 3).If the inaton mass is quite light, one an evade the onstraints as one an see from Fig. 3.However, it should be noted that the reheating temperature is set to be the highest allowedvalue in Fig. 3. For a lower reheating temperature, the onstraints beome severer. Thismeans that, one may have to introdue relatively strong ouplings of the inaton to the SMpartiles in order to realize the reheating temperature adopted in Fig. 3. For instane, if theinaton has only the dimension-�ve ouplings to the visible setor suppressed by the Planksale, the reheating temperature TR is proportional to m3=2� , whih makes the gravitinoabundanes (42) and (44) rather insensitive to the inaton mass. Then, one annot evadethe gravitino problem simply by hanging the inaton mass x.Lastly, let us omment on the SUSY breaking setor whih involves the onformal dy-namis. As mentioned in Se. IV, the inaton �eld with m� � � may not deay intothe onformal SUSY breaking setor. Then the gravitino prodution is suppressed. Thissolution is appealing beause one does not have to impose non-trivial onstraints on theination models or on the thermal history of the universe. The only requisite is the on-formal dynamis in the SUSY breaking setor, whih has its own phenomenologial virtuesx This is one of the reasons why the moduli-indued gravitino problem [4℄ is quite diÆult to be solved.34



independently of the gravitino overprodution problem. Furthermore, it may naturally leadto the suessful non-thermal leptogenesis senario, whih will be disussed elsewhere [77℄.G. Comments on preheatingHere we would like to mention the e�ets of the preheating [78℄, i.e., the non-perturbativeinaton deay proess, whih we have not taken into aount so far. The non-thermalgravitino prodution from the inaton deay has somewhat hekered history; it was onelaimed that the gravitinos were non-thermally produed during preheating [79℄, but it waslater onluded that the inatino, instead of the gravitino in the low energy, was atuallyreated [80℄. Sine the inatino deays muh earlier than the BBN epoh [81℄, the non-thermal `gravitino' (atually, inatino) prodution turned out to be harmless. However,as disussed so far, we have found that the gravitinos are generially produed by theperturbative deay proesses.Another onern is whether our results are modi�ed by inluding the e�ets of the pre-heating [82℄. We believe that our arguments on the gravitino overprodution problem arerobust and they are not essentially modi�ed even if the preheating ours. First of all, wewould like to emphasize that the deay proesses disussed so far are perturbative ones,and therefore they are always present. On the other hand, it ruially depends both on theglobal struture of the inaton potential and on the ouplings of the inaton to matter �eldswhether the preheating ours and how eÆiently it proeeds.Let us assume that the preheating atually ours and it proeeds quite eÆiently with-out any bak reation, i.e., the inaton transfers most of its energy into other partiles soonafter the inaton starts osillating. This orresponds to the instantaneous reheating, whihgenerially leads to the overprodution of the gravitinos due to partile satterings, insteadof the non-thermal prodution. The latter is suppressed in this ase sine the reheatingtemperature will beome high (see (42) and (44)). Therefore, for the most ination mod-els, suh an eÆient preheating should not our, sine otherwise too many gravitinos areprodued by the onventional thermal satterings.On the other hand, if the preheating is not so eÆient, then one has to take aountof the bak reation proesses, and the preheating typially ends at a ertain point. Thereheating of the universe is indued by the perturbative deay of the inaton in the end,35



and the gravitinos are generially produed by the deay. Thus it is unlikely that thepreheating solves or ameliorates the gravitino problem; one has to ontrive a model inwhih the preheating proeeds quite eÆiently, but the gravitinos are not produed by thesatterings of the deay produts. Spei�ally, the deay produts should not reah thermalequilibrium.VI. CONCLUSIONThe present observational data on the CMB and the large-sale struture, together withthe strong theoretial motivation to resolve severe problems in the standard big bang os-mology, have led us to believe that the universe underwent an inationary epoh at an earlystage. While there are many ination models (alled as \the inationary zoo"), we still donot know whih ination model is realized in nature. The study on the density utuationssuh as isourvature perturbations, non-gaussianity, tensor-mode, and their e�ets on theCMB power spetrum is quite useful, but is not enough at present to pin down the inationmodel. This is partly beause of our ignorane of thermal history of the universe beyondthe standard big bang theory, e.g., how the inaton reheats the universe.In this paper, we have investigated the inaton deay proesses in the supergravity. Inpartiular, we have shown that the gravitinos are generially produed in the inaton deay.There are three di�erent proesses for the prodution. One is the diret prodution of a pairof the gravitinos. This is e�etive espeially for low-sale ination models. The other twoare due to the inaton deay into the SUSY breaking setor; the spontaneous deay at thetree level and the anomaly-indued one at the one-loop level. Those non-thermally produedgravitinos set tight onstraints on the ination models, together with the onstraints fromthermally produed gravitinos. Indeed, these two onstraints are omplementary in a sensethat the dependene on the reheating temperature is di�erent. For higher TR, more grav-itinos are thermally produed, while the non-thermally prodution beomes important forlower TR. They also depend on the SUSY breaking senarios. In fat, almost all parameterspae for the inaton is exluded for the gravity-mediated SUSY breaking senarios.Apart from the gravitino produtions, the inaton naturally deays into the visible setorespeially through the top Yukawa oupling and SU(3)C gauge interation. Thus one doesnot need to introdue any diret ad ho ouplings by hand in order to indue the reheating.36



The above studies may provide us with a breakthrough toward the full understanding ofthe inationary universe. In addition to the standard analysis on the density utuations,the ination models in supergravity are subjet to the onstraints due to the (non)-thermallyprodued gravitinos. Whether a onsistent thermal history after ination is realized nowbeomes a new guideline to sort out the inationary zoo, and hopefully it will pin down thetrue model, together with data in the future ollider experiments suh as LHC.
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